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Five Aces is a crime drama about an anxious young card dealer, stuck in 
crippling debt with his ruthless boss. When his pushy associate coerces him 

into rigging an underground poker game and he messes up a deal, 
circumstances change drastically making things more challenging than he 

originally expected. He’s now forced to think on his feet and adapt to be 
able to prevail. 

An anxious young card dealer who must find a way out of his crippling 
debt or risk being stuck under the thumb of his ruthless boss.

Brandon McCutcheon is a screenwriter and filmmaker with a 
focus on off-beat comedies and crime-thrillers. He has worked on 
short film projects in many capacities, including Director, 
Writer, and Art Director. He earned an Associates Degree in film 
production at KD Conservatory. He recently wrote and directed 
the 4th semester thesis project entitled, “Five Aces.” 
Throughout his childhood, he absorbed every comedy film he 
could get his hands on which inspired his passion for compelling 
character arcs and comedic timing. Brandon’s goal is to tell 
engaging stories that keep audiences laughing while also on the 
edge of their seat. 
 

COLIN MAXWELL JONES

TYREE BASS

GARLAND WILLS JR.

COLORIST/CINEMATOGRAPHER

EDITOR/PRODUCTION DESIGNER

FIRST ASST. DIR/BTS DIR

Cinematographer, Visual Effects/CGI Artist, Composer/
Synthesist Colin Maxwell Jones creates unique and artistic 
narrative films, with a passion for elevated psychological 
thrillers. Colin earned an Associates Degree in filmmaking at KD 
Conservatory. He has worked on four shorts as director of 
photography and sound designer, most recently a short 
entitled, “Five Aces.” He has also written & directed an ethereal 
psychological drama, entitled “What The Stars Feel.” Preluding 
his college degree, Colin wrote, directed, and scored a film 
entirely composed of CGI visuals, entitled “Ballad of The 
Moonflower.” His motivation and ambition incites in him an 
unrelenting passion, forcing him to push the boundaries of visual 
storytelling. 
 
 

Tyree Bass is a native born Texan. After serving four years in 
the United States Marine Corps, he embarked on his filmmaking 
journey by joining the Performing Arts Program at KD 
Conservatory. Once he graduated in 2022, he decided to enroll in 
KD’s Motion Picture Production Program where he has 
contributed to multiple short films in a variety of positions, 
including 1st Assistant Camera Operator, 2nd Assistant Camera 
Operator, Gaffer, as well as PA. He also worked as a producer of 
a comedic short entitled “Employee of the month.” On his most 

Garland Wills Jr., gravitated towards his love for the craft of 
filmmaking, cinematography, and musical engineering after his 
time in the Air Force. His father, an avid film collector, exposed 
him to movies of all kinds, ranging from blockbusters to low 
budget art house Indies as well as foreign films. This sparked his 
passion at a young age for the art. Early in his career, he got his 
feet wet working as a production assistant on a Tubi TV show, 
entitled “House Arrest.” The next projects he worked on were, 
an award winning short entitled “Best Friends Since I Kidnapped 
You” and a soon to be released TV series entitled “The Studio”, 
where he landed the 1st AC position. He also has experience in set 
design and sound mixing. Since earning his Associate Degree in 
filmmaking at KD, he has directed and shot 5 shorts and plans to 
continue evolving his creative storytelling abilities through the 
artistic mediums of cinema and music.

SHANE BYRON GALBRAITH PRODUCER

Shane Byron Galbraith is a filmmaker and trained medic, with a 
focus on high end dramas. Shane earned his degree in Acting and 
in Motion Picture Production from KD Conservatory. He has 
written and directed five shorts films. He also has experience as 
a 1st Assistant Director, a Medic and a Safety Officer on a 
number of other shorts and web series. Most recently, he worked 
as the lead Producer of the 4th semester thesis film entitled, 
“Five Aces”. Shane’s eight years of military experience, honed his 
skills as a leader as well as a diligent team member that can be 
relied on. 

Director Brandon McCutcheon and cinematographer 

Colin Maxwell Jones discuss the frame as they shoot the 

montage, day 2.

Director Brandon McCutcheon preps the cast for the 

upcoming shot, day 2.

Producer  Shane Byron Galbraith and art director 

Tyree Bass assists the crew with lighting, while on set 

for the diner scene, day 1.

Cinematographer Colin Maxwell Jones, director 

Brandon McCutcheon, and first assistant director 

Garland Wills Jr. discuss the lighting of the shot, day 1.

From left to right, Colin Maxwell Jones, Garland Wills Jr, 

Brandon McCutcheon, and Tyree Bass all finalize their 

overall decision of the shot they will soon shoot, day 4.

Producer Shane Galbraith and art director Tyree Bass 

both discuss the framing on their monitor, day 4.

First assistant director Garland Wills Jr. watches and 

ensures the set runs smoothly, while cinematographer 

Colin Maxwell Jones finalizes the frame with executive 

producer Bob Coonrod watching from behind, day 4.

Director Brandon McCutcheon directs actors Timmy 

Byrnes and Glendale Creech, day 1.
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crippling debt with his ruthless boss. When his pushy associate coerces him 

into rigging an underground poker game and he messes up a deal, 
circumstances change drastically making things more challenging than he 

originally expected. He’s now forced to think on his feet and adapt to be 
able to prevail. 

An anxious young card dealer who must find a way out of his crippling 
debt or risk being stuck under the thumb of his ruthless boss.

Brandon McCutcheon is a screenwriter and filmmaker with a 
focus on off-beat comedies and crime-thrillers. He has worked on 
short film projects in many capacities, including Director, 
Writer, and Art Director. He earned an Associates Degree in film 
production at KD Conservatory. He recently wrote and directed 
the 4th semester thesis project entitled, “Five Aces.” 
Throughout his childhood, he absorbed every comedy film he 
could get his hands on which inspired his passion for compelling 
character arcs and comedic timing. Brandon’s goal is to tell 
engaging stories that keep audiences laughing while also on the 
edge of their seat. 
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Cinematographer, Visual Effects/CGI Artist, Composer/
Synthesist Colin Maxwell Jones creates unique and artistic 
narrative films, with a passion for elevated psychological 
thrillers. Colin earned an Associates Degree in filmmaking at KD 
Conservatory. He has worked on four shorts as director of 
photography and sound designer, most recently a short 
entitled, “Five Aces.” He has also written & directed an ethereal 
psychological drama, entitled “What The Stars Feel.” Preluding 
his college degree, Colin wrote, directed, and scored a film 
entirely composed of CGI visuals, entitled “Ballad of The 
Moonflower.” His motivation and ambition incites in him an 
unrelenting passion, forcing him to push the boundaries of visual 
storytelling. 
 
 

Tyree Bass is a native born Texan. After serving four years in 
the United States Marine Corps, he embarked on his filmmaking 
journey by joining the Performing Arts Program at KD 
Conservatory. Once he graduated in 2022, he decided to enroll in 
KD’s Motion Picture Production Program where he has 
contributed to multiple short films in a variety of positions, 
including 1st Assistant Camera Operator, 2nd Assistant Camera 
Operator, Gaffer, as well as PA. He also worked as a producer of 
a comedic short entitled “Employee of the month.” On his most 
recent project, KD’s 4th Semester thesis film entitled “The Five 
Aces”, he was the Production Designer. Throughout his time 
gaining experience in the varying areas of the craft, he’s 
discovered his true passion lies in editing. 

Garland Wills Jr., gravitated towards his love for the craft of 
filmmaking, cinematography, and musical engineering after his 
time in the Air Force. His father, an avid film collector, exposed 
him to movies of all kinds, ranging from blockbusters to low 
budget art house Indies as well as foreign films. This sparked his 
passion at a young age for the art. Early in his career, he got his 
feet wet working as a production assistant on a Tubi TV show, 
entitled “House Arrest.” The next projects he worked on were, 
an award winning short entitled “Best Friends Since I Kidnapped 
You” and a soon to be released TV series entitled “The Studio”, 
where he landed the 1st AC position. He also has experience in set 
design and sound mixing. Since earning his Associate Degree in 
filmmaking at KD, he has directed and shot 5 shorts and plans to 
continue evolving his creative storytelling abilities through the 
artistic mediums of cinema and music.

SHANE BYRON GALBRAITH PRODUCER

Shane Byron Galbraith is a filmmaker and trained medic, with a 
focus on high end dramas. Shane earned his degree in Acting and 
in Motion Picture Production from KD Conservatory. He has 
written and directed five shorts films. He also has experience as 
a 1st Assistant Director, a Medic and a Safety Officer on a 
number of other shorts and web series. Most recently, he worked 
as the lead Producer of the 4th semester thesis film entitled, 
“Five Aces”. Shane’s eight years of military experience, honed his 
skills as a leader as well as a diligent team member that can be 
relied on. 

Director Brandon McCutcheon and cinematographer 

Colin Maxwell Jones discuss the frame as they shoot the 

montage, day 2.

Director Brandon McCutcheon preps the cast for the 

upcoming shot, day 2.

Producer  Shane Byron Galbraith and art director 

Tyree Bass assists the crew with lighting, while on set 

for the diner scene, day 1.

Cinematographer Colin Maxwell Jones, director 

Brandon McCutcheon, and first assistant director 

Garland Wills Jr. discuss the lighting of the shot, day 1.

From left to right, Colin Maxwell Jones, Garland Wills Jr, 

Brandon McCutcheon, and Tyree Bass all finalize their 

overall decision of the shot they will soon shoot, day 4.

Producer Shane Galbraith and art director Tyree Bass 

both discuss the framing on their monitor, day 4.

First assistant director Garland Wills Jr. watches and 

ensures the set runs smoothly, while cinematographer 

Colin Maxwell Jones finalizes the frame with executive 

producer Bob Coonrod watching from behind, day 4.

Director Brandon McCutcheon directs actors Timmy 

Byrnes and Glendale Creech, day 1.




